
Video review can often be a long and tedious task, SmartSearch eliminates the need to review hours of 
recorded video. Motion footage within a particular region of the scene is displayed along the timeline, 
streamlining the review process and providing easily accessible results.

Smart Search

VIGIL CLOUD™ SmartSearch 
functionality lets you identify and 
review events of interest quickly and 
easily – resulting in more accurate 
and efficient investigations.

How does it work? 
Simply select the region or regions of interest and select 
“Apply Filter” search. Footage of any motion detected within 
the region(s) is displayed along the playback timeline for 
easy review. If you don’t find the results you need, you can 
refine your regions and search again. Motion sensitivity 
can also be adjusted higher or lower to further refine your 
results. From your search results, you can capture video 
clips and/or still images to save into a new or existing case. 

 
Benefits:
 » More efficient video footage searches.

 » Quickly navigate through large amounts of video.

 » Narrow down search results to areas  
of interest. 

 » Now available in VIGIL CLOUD mobile app.

VIGIL CLOUD SmartSearch provides seamless functionality between 3xLOGIC VIGIL server and client-based solutions and 
our exciting Cloud offering. SmartSearch allows you to quickly filter or narrow down your footage search results to areas of 
interest within a playback field-of view.
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How does it work? 
Users simply need an existing VIGIL CLOUD account with 
at least one camera connected. Once they have created a 
username and password, they can download the application 
from the appropriate mobile app store.

Mobile App 

Although traditional laptops are more 
lightweight and portable than ever, 
they’re not always convenient for quickly 
looking at live video or following along on 
a case. The VIGIL CLOUD™ Mobile App 
provides convenience for those who want 
to complete critical tasks within VIGIL 
CLOUD quickly.

Benefits:
 » Users can access VIGIL CLOUD while away from their 

laptop or desktop.

 » Quickly and easily navigate through the VIGIL CLOUD 

application’s most important features.

 » Remotely manage permissions and users from your 

mobile device.

 » Access to all your video and case management data is 

available anytime, anywhere, from any device.

 » VIGIL NVR Plug-In - Extend the capabilities of the 

solution with other manufacturers’ cameras.

 » Parity with web application.

 » Bring on-prem server redundancy.
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The mobile application is intended to make tasks like viewing video/playback, case management, 
and viewing and reacting to notifications available through common gestures and movements users 
already know and use in other mobile applications.  

The VIGIL CLOUD native Mobile App provides easy access to the VIGIL CLOUD application for users who are away from their 
computer, offering the ability to view live cameras, play back footage, comment on cases, and react to notifications from their 
existing iOS and Android smartphones.  


